Cindy Trimm Written Atomic Warfare Prayer
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Cindy Trimm Written
Atomic Warfare Prayer by online. You might not require more get older to spend to go to the
books creation as capably as search for them. In some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the
notice Cindy Trimm Written Atomic Warfare Prayer that you are looking for. It will definitely
squander the time.
However below, later than you visit this web page, it will be so enormously easy to get as
competently as download guide Cindy Trimm Written Atomic Warfare Prayer
It will not recognize many era as we tell before. You can attain it though feint something else at
house and even in your workplace. so easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we offer
below as competently as review Cindy Trimm Written Atomic Warfare Prayer what you in the
same way as to read!

The 40 Day Soul Fast - Cindy Trimm
2011-10-20
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your
life! The 40 Day Soul Fast: Your Journey To
Authentic Living is an eight-week study of the
life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the
process of living more authentically. It is a
transformational expedition that will lead you on
an inward journey to greater health, happiness,
and success as you learn to live from the inside
out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of
Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a
fire within you . . . changing you from the inside
out . . . make a clean sweep of your lives”
(Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls
of humanity, all will be well in the world. When
you have peace in your soul, you will bring that
peace to bear on the world around you—you will
become the change you are hoping to see.
Churches, organizations, small groups, and
families are encouraged to travel together on
this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional,
and spiritual health. If everyone who picks up
this book takes it upon him or herself to
encourage others to participate, we would
create an unstoppable movement! You may think
that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but
it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to
www.soulfast.com. There you will find soulempowering resources and tools to not only
transform your life, but the world! The 40 Day
Soul Fast promises to bring the best out of you
cindy-trimm-written-atomic-warfare-prayer

so that you can impact your world for good.
Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out
and engage with your authentic self—it will be
the best 40 days of your life!
PUSH - Cindy Trimm 2014-07-01
Your Breakthrough Is Only a PUSH Away
Today’s world knows little about perseverance.
This is why so few people become innovators,
entrepreneurs, and world-changers. Success is
bypassed, not due to a lack of opportunity, but
because we don’t know how to maximize the
opportunities in front of us and PUSH persevere until success happens. In her
encouraging and dynamic style, Dr. Cindy Trimm
inspires you to go for it. It is one thing to read
about the lives of great achievers—it is another
thing to join their ranks. Learn how to: • Carry
your dreams, visions, and goals “full term” and
to complete fulfillment • Exercise the power of
faith to overcome the impossible and release
God’s supernatural purposes into your life •
Resist the temptation to ‘cave’ under pressure
and press on even when you don’t feel like it
anymore • Empower others to fulfill their divine
destinies through co-laboring with them “If you
dare to believe that God has something great in
store for you to do, to accomplish, or to achieve,
you must be prepared to persevere in spite of
your hardship, setbacks, and challenges in order
to realize your dreams and accomplish your
goals. This book is written to give you that extra
push.” —Cindy Trimm
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Closet Warrior - Catherine L. Roberts EdD
2021-06-14
This book was designed to declare to you that
“It’s your time and it’s your turn! New avenues,
new plateaus, new zeal, and a fresh anointing
await you as you embrace and flow in your
unique and powerful ministry of intercession!”
Although it was written for the novice...to the
one who has said “Sure LORD, I’ll pray!” and
after beginning discovered HE required more, it
could be a blessing to a season warrior as well.
Therefore, this book is to encourage, comfort
and propel you into your destiny of prayer,
warfare and travail like never before!!! Prepared
for the novice, male and female, this book is
filled with the WORD of GOD which is our sword
and shield. It is comprised of eight chapters and
it is organized into four parts: 1] conversational
content, 2] simple-to-complex prayer samples, 3]
a workbook ~word search, study and reference
section, and lastly a 28-page journal of blank
pages for the novice to journal ‘ah-ha’ moments
or make thoughtful notations.
How to Pray - David Torkington 2002-01
From the time Jesus first taught his disciples
how to pray to the present day, the Church has
pointed out a variety of ways in which a person
can fruitfully communicate with God and grow in
the spiritual life. Lectio divina, meditation,
contemplation, the recitation of the rosary and
prayer in action are all covered in these forty
brief reflections which encourage us to pray as
you can, not as you can't. Taking a quote from
the Gospels or a thought from a saintly expert in
the art of prayer as a springboard for the
suggestions made in these pages the author
draws on his own experience as a spiritual
director and retreat master to show how the
advice given can be put into practice in one's
daily life. He concludes with a series of brief
prayers with which one can begin and end each
day in the presence of God in whose Spirit we
are called to pray.
Reclaim Your Soul - Cindy Trimm 2014-03-18
Take back your personal power! Beloved, I pray
that you may prosper in all things and be in
health, just as your soul prospers. (3 John 1:2
NKJV) Have you ever wondered… If everyone
wants to succeed, why do so few people become
successful? Can certain relationship patterns
prevent me from stepping into my destiny? Are
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there habits or behaviors in my life that keep me
from fulfilling my purpose? Develop the skills
you need to succeed in life! While The 40 Day
Soul Fast focused on the 40 characteristics of an
authentic person, now bestselling author and
empowerment specialist, Dr. Cindy Trimm
delivers her follow-up—Reclaim Your Soul,
which focuses on the 40 behaviors of a resilient
person. Learn how to: • Identify destructive
relationships in your life and break free from
their harmful impact • Avoid unhealthy
emotional attachments and shield your soul from
possible damage • Unlock your potential and
refuse to settle for anything or anyone that pulls
you away from fulfilling your purpose Successful
people are resilient people. The key to resiliency
is learning how to reclaim your soul each and
every day!
Prevailing Prayer to Peace [sound Recording]. kenneth e Hagin 1989
God's Unfolding Battle Plan - Chuck Pierce
2010-10
A Field Manual for Advancing the Kingdom of
God Chuck Pierce will continue to empower
Christians to face the exciting present (and
future) for the Church that he began to lay out in
The Future War of the Church. Yes, we are in
the midst of a battle that will only increase in
strength, but the victory has already been
promised. Outlining the next 7-year period of
spiritual war, 2008-2015, Pierce shows how God
will advance His kingdom, causing the faithful to
rise up and God's will to be done here on Earth
as it is in Heaven. Gods Unfolding Battle Plan
offers a glimpse into whats ahead, as well as
encouragement to triumph over the attending
forces of lawlessness, hopelessness, and
violence. Discover what God has said to Pierce
about the upcoming period and learn how to
prosper through strategic intercession, worship
warfare, and a powerful new weapon of
intercession, the four watches of the night.
Daniel (ESV Edition) - Rodney D. Stortz
2016-03-16
The book of Daniel abounds with powerful
imagery showcasing God’s unmatched glory and
wise plan for the future. In this accessible
commentary, pastor Rodney Stortz highlights
the coming triumph of God's kingdom, offering
pastors and Bible teachers a resource to help
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them explain and apply Daniel’s message to
Christians today. Stortz’s careful exegesis and
perceptive applications focus on personal
holiness, the wisdom and power of God, and the
importance of Daniel’s prophecies concerning
the Messiah and the Antichrist. In addition, this
commentary looks to the New Testament to shed
light on Daniel’s prophecies about the future.
Part of the Preaching the Word series.
Fasting and Prayer - Steven Brooks 2012-04-17
Get ready for a spiritual explosion! Experience
the release of spiritual power through the ageold wonders of fasting and prayer! When it
comes to Fasting and Prayer, author Steven
Brooks has lived his message. In this book, he
shares the ups and downs of his experiences
with fasting—and the explosive power the Holy
Spirit has released in his ministry as a result.
Visions, healings, and miracles have been
released to Steven Brooks through the simple
commitment to fast and pray, and these
supernatural manifestations are for you, as well!
Tremendous power is released to the believer
who is hungry to go deeper with God. Even if
you have not experienced success with fasting
before, this book will inspire faith in your spirit
to believe for God’s extra measure of grace to
fast. Join Steven Brooks, along with many
biblical and modern-day saints, in experiencing
for yourself the infusion of power that Fasting
and Prayer will bring to your Christian walk! In
Steven’s own words: “Embrace what the Word of
God teaches concerning fasting combined with
fervent prayer, be a hearer and a doer of the
Word of God, and the power of God will flow
through you to see even the most impossible
prayers answered and countless other needs and
desires met!” Open this book to let the change
begin!
Warfare Prayer - Charles Peter Wagner 1997
This work distinguishes three levels of spiritual
warfare: ground-level spiritual warfare,
concerned with the casting out of demons;
occult-level spiritual warfare, which deals with
opposition to occult practices; and strategiclevel spiritual warfare, which addresses
territorial spirits.
Deliverance from Witchcraft - The Woman
called Moses 2018-06-09
This book is an expos from Gods record in the
Bible of what is happening in the spiritual realm
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that is causing families and nations to be torn
apart. God states that he is against manipulation
and oppression and calls it witchcraft. The book
awakens ones awareness of the contrasts of
darkness versus light. It addresses modern-day
family dynamics and outlines my personal
journey as a victim of manipulation and how I
was able to overcome it when I accepted Jesus
Christ, the light of the world, as my personal
Savior. My Heavenly Father warned me through
a series of dreams and visions about the devils
plans to destroy my life and taught me through
his precious Holy Spirit how to overcome it. This
is my opportunity to expose the plans that the
devil has for families nationwide and worldwide,
thereby giving those who have lost their way an
opportunity to receive healing, deliverance, and
restoration.
The Priestly Bride - Anna Rountree 2001
O Lord Change My Story By Fire - Tella Olayeri
2021-07-02
The road to success is not easy. Every story of
success has its paragraphs of failure.★ Every
fabric of promotion has its threads of pain woven
into it. Every road to victory has its own
milestone of defeat, and every path to
achievement is marked with bloodstains from
the bruised knees and elbows of the champions
in the moment of their fall. You don’t give up, if
you want your name to be written in gold! Bright
light awaits you at the end of the tunnel if you
don’t give up. This is a book written to reveal
details of how story changes through prayer in
the hands of Jesus. He is the story changer and
beautifier of destiny. There is no life; no matter
how badly damaged Jesus cannot repair. The
time is up for the enemy to surrender, as you
read and pray through this book that reveals
how dry bone can be revived and be an asset.
This book shall trigger you to pray against lost
opportunities and silence powers assigned to
make you useless before people. The era of hard
work with little to show for it, is gone. You shall
not be a victim in the midst of plenty. If destinies
of people change in the bible, yours is a mere
play. With this book your story will change This
book shall end every challenges contesting with
your breakthrough. It is loaded with volcanic
prayers that will achieve the followings: Powers
assigned to pull you down shall fail and
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surrender. Every hopeless situation where
nothing works shall end. Every wilderness
experience shall expire. Every breakthrough tied
down by witchcraft powers shall be released
unto you. You shall experience wonders and
miracles where restoration seems impossible.
The time of disgrace and shame is over in your
life. Stagnation shall end as doors of
breakthroughs shall open for signs and wonders.
Your destiny in the valley shall rise and locate
you for signs and wonders. Helpers shall rise
and locate you. The hands of God will come upon
you mightily and add value to your life. This
book will silence witchcraft activities against you
and make mockers rise to celebrate with you.
Those who plan to disgrace you and put you to
shame shall woefully fail, in the name of Jesus.
Your time is now! Rise and shine! Your story
must change! Click the Buy Now button and
watch your story change to a new level.
The Prayer Warrior's Way - Cindy Trimm 2011
"The Prayer Warrior's Way" shows readers that
God created people so He would have someone
with whom He could communicate and share
life.
Dr. David Yonggi Cho - David Yonggi Cho 2008
A commemorative look at 50 years of Dr. Cho¿s
min-istry of hope, released in time for his
retirement this summer. Over the years, as he
struggled to bring hope to people and build his
church, God taught Dr. Cho not to depend upon
himself but totally upon the Holy Spirit. In this
book Dr. Cho tells the stories of his temptations
and doubts, failures and successes, and how the
Holy Spirit was with him in every situa-tion. The
teaching in this book will inspire the reader to
stand strong in the face of adversity, doubt, and
fear. Followers worldwide will add this highly
antici-pated autobiography to their collection of
Dr. Cho¿s coveted works.
The New Rules of Sales and Service - David
Meerman Scott 2016-06-14
The essential roadmap for the new realities of
selling when buyers are in charge Sales and
service are being radically redefined by the
biggest communications revolution in human
history. Today buyers are in charge! There is no
more 'selling'—there is only buying. When
potential customers have near perfect
information on the web, it means salespeople
must transform from authority to consultant,
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product narratives must tell a story, and
businesses must be agile enough to respond
before opportunity is lost. The New Rules of
Sales and Service demystifies the new digital
commercial landscape and shows you how to
stay ahead of the pack. Companies large and
small are revolutionizing the way business gets
done, and this book takes you inside the new
methods and strategies that are critical to
success in the modern market. Real-world
examples illustrate the new marketplace in
action, and demonstrate the brilliant utility of
taking a new look at your customer and your
business. This new edition has been updated to
reflect the current reality of this rapidly-evolving
sphere, with fresh strategies, new tools, and new
stories. Whether you're an independent
contractor, a multi-national corporation, a startup, or a nonprofit, this book is your essential
guide to navigating the new digital marketplace.
David Meerman Scott provides up-to-the-minute
analysis of the current state of the digital
commercial landscape, plus expert guidance
toward the concepts, strategies, and tools that
every business needs now. Among the topics
covered in detail: Why the old rules of sales and
service no longer work in an always-on world
The new sales cycle and how informative Web
content drives the buying process Providing
agile, real-time sales and service 24/7 without
letting it rule your life The importance of
defining and understanding the buyer personas
How agile customer service retains existing
clients and expands new business Why contentrich websites motivate interest, establish
authority, and drive sales How social media is
transforming the role of salesperson into valued
consultant Because buyers are better informed,
and come armed with more choices and
opportunities than ever before, everything about
sales has changed. Salespeople must adapt
because the digital economy has turned the old
model on its head, and those who don't keep up
will be left behind. The New Rules of Sales and
Service is required reading for anyone wanting
to stay ahead of the game and grow business
now.
A Short Method Of Prayer - Jeanne Marie
Bouvier de la Motte Guyon
The Art of War for Spiritual Battle - Cindy
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Trimm 2010-09-24
This new book by best-selling author Cindy
Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will
become the “go-to” manual for preparing
Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual
battles with the enemy through strategic
spiritual warfare and powerful intercessory
prayer.
The Power of the Blood - Mary K. Baxter
2005-01-15
Through her own and others’ personal
experiences, best-selling author Mary Baxter
shows how many lives have been forever
transformed by the power of Jesus’ blood. Some
of the life-changing results that you, too, can
experience include: Overcoming the power of sin
Walking in divine health and wholeness Living in
peace and divine protection Receiving help when
tempted Sharing the gospel with others Bringing
loved ones to God In an exploration of the
Scripture, Mary Baxter leads the reader to a
deeper understanding of the purpose and infinite
provision of the shed blood of Christ. Whatever
your situation, you can have new intimacy with
your heavenly Father and receive miraculous
answers to your prayers--through the power of
the blood.
Operating in the Courts of Heaven (Revised
and Expanded) - Robert Henderson 2021-09-21
Operating in the Courts of Heaven has become
an international bestseller that has
supernaturally transformed lives all over the
world. Its not another prayer strategy; its a
blueprint for engaging a spiritual dimension
called the Courts of Heaven. Robert Henderson
Biblically teaches believers how to come before
the Court and present their cases of unanswered
prayers or delayed breakthroughs to the
Righteous Judge. In this new and updated
edition featuring brand new material, Robert
presents fresh Biblical insights and a systematic
framework that shows all believers how to enter
the Courts of Heaven. In addition, Robert
answers common questions about the Courts
and reveals how this place in the spirit is
available to all believers through Jesus blood.
Discover how to: Engage the three dimensions of
prayer, experiencing God as Father, Friend and
Judge. Shift from battlefield to courtroom
prayer. Apply the verdict of Jesus finished work
on the cross. Understand how Christians can
cindy-trimm-written-atomic-warfare-prayer

remove generational curses. Recognize your
accuser, and overrule his cases against you.
Access and unlock your book of destiny. Enter
and operate in the court of Heaven by faith.
Gods passion is to answer your prayers. When
you learn how to operate in the court of Heaven,
you can undo the spiritual legalities that stand in
the way of your answered prayer. Get ready for
miraculous results!
Binding the Strongman - N. Cindy Trimm
2006-01-01
You can engage the enemy with confidence by
using the authority you've been given by God.
Author Dr. N. Cindy Trimm believes in order to
wage effective warfare, knowledge of the enemy
is necessary. She has compiled this exhaustive
resource to assist readers in recognizing the
particular entity encountered at any particular
time. This second volume in The Rules of
Engagement series provides Christians with
powerful yet practical tools to ensure victory in
the battles they face. Readers will learn that the
kingdom of darkness is a counterfeit of the
Kingdom of Heaven, with much the same
structure. Using Scripture, Dr. Trimm describes
Satan's realm and its functionality. Readers will
learn God's truth about principalities and powers
and other demonic influences so they can better
engage the enemy. Now, just as Jesus promised,
believers will plunder the kingdom of darkness
because they recognize the enemy and know
how to fight
Hello, Tomorrow! - Cindy Trimm 2018-09-04
This book will help me craft my future by
teaching me to make declarations from God’s
Word that will set in motion His plan for my life
and motivate me to believe good things from a
good God so I can fulfill my destiny.
Prayers That Bring Healing - John Eckhardt
2010
Eckhardt shares the message that it is God's will
for Christians to live a full, healthy, disease-free
life. This means that there is no sickness,
disease, or infirmity God can't or won't heal-nothing too hard for God.
Waging Prophetic Warfare - Jennifer LeClaire
2016-09-06
All Christians have the authority to defeat the
enemy—but many just don’t know how. Jennifer
LeClaire goes beyond the basic teachings of
spiritual warfare and incorporates prophetic
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intercession as the unknown key to successful
prayers. Waging Prophetic Warfare will help
readers engage in powerful prayer and receive
clear direction from the Holy Spirit to defeat
persistent difficulties in life.
Rules Of Engagement - Cindy Trimm
2010-09-24
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage
warfare with confidence!/div/div
Transported by The Lion of Judah - Anne Elmer
2005
Prayers That Rout Demons & Break Curses John Eckhardt 2010
This bonded leather compendium combines the
two best-selling books by John Eckhardt in the
Spiritual Prayers series, Prayers That Rout
Demons and Prayers That Break Curses. This is
a powerful, handy reference tool that enables
the reader to access Scripture-based prayers
and decrees to overcome demonic influence and
opposition. This book includes warfare prayers
for every circumstance, including avoiding
Satan's attack in the areas of finances, pride,
rebellion, relationships, healing, and demonic
bondages. With the resources in this book,
readers will break the powers of darkness and
release the blessings and favor of God in their
lives.
Healing Scriptures - Kenneth E. Hagin 1993-07
This book contains scriptures about healing, a
com-mentary by Brother Hagin, and a realife
illustration about a woman who diligently took
God's medicine--His Word--and was raised from
her deathbed, miraculously healed of an
incurable disease.
Battle Ready Prayer - Aaron Hopson
2014-03-29
The divinely inspired Battle Ready Prayer CD
has encouraged, inspired and uplifted people all
over the world. This impactful prayer touches on
critical areas of ones life: how to treat others,
walking in love and forgiveness, wisdom
regarding marriage and single relationships,
rearing children, knowing who you are in Christ
and living a Godly lifestyle. God has truly used
this anointed prayer to bless His people.
'Til Heaven Invades Earth - Cindy Trimm 2013
The Anatomy of Intercession will look at the lives
of great intercessors, from Abraham and Moses
to John “Praying” Hyde, Rees Howells, and John
cindy-trimm-written-atomic-warfare-prayer

G. Lake, to glean from their lives and teachings
insights and principles about the importance and
impact of intercessory prayer from a practical
perspective.
The Making of a Prophet - Jennifer LeClaire
2014-02-18
You've heard the holy call to prophetic ministry.
Now what? In this book, leading prophetic voice
Jennifer LeClaire guides readers along the
journey of a prophet-- from the initial call all the
way through to maturity. This "making" process
is anything but easy. But LeClaire offers honest,
accessible counsel to help you move into your
prophetic call. Her spiritual insights will help
you overcome the fear of man, identify and
eliminate wrong motives and, above all, pursue
intimacy with God. Many prophets are called . . .
but not everyone endures the "making process"
to his or her prophetic destiny. God is looking
for people to entrust with the secrets of His
heart. Embrace the journey toward your call
with this comprehensive, practical guide, and
experience the awesome process of being
formed into a mouthpiece for the God of the
universe. "A clean read filled with good
information. LeClaire covers a wide range of
issues that affect prophetic ministry, tackling
them biblically and with practical wisdom."--R.
Loren Sandford, senior pastor, New Song
Church and Ministries "Written for this hour!
Whether you just have some small inkling or
have ministered a long time in the prophetic,
there is much wisdom to be mined like treasure
from its page. Destined to be a classic for
generations to come."--Cindy Jacobs, Generals
International; Dallas "Whatever the sacrifice,
take The Making of a Prophet into your hands
and into your heart. I can assure you it will not
let you go until your questions are answered."-Steve Hill, evangelist; author, Spiritual
Avalanche
When Kingdoms Clash - Cindy Trimm 2012
Helps develop the staying power and endurance
to see the plans God has given people through to
the end, and gives them the character and
confidence to find joy in even the toughest of
struggles.
Prayers That Rout Demons - John Eckhardt
2010-09-24
This book contains powerful warfare prayers and
decrees taken from Scripture that will break the
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powers of darkness and release the blessings
and favor of God.
Atomic Power with God, Through Fasting and
Prayer - Franklin Hall 2022-05-24
Treatise on religious fasting, with many graphic
illustrations and diagrams and 100 reasons why
we should fast. This book, which provided
detailed information on the methods and
benefits of fasting, was an immediate success
and brought the author considerable fame.
According to him, all of the major evangelists
began following his fasting regime and miracles
erupted everywhere. Many observers of the
early revival years agreed, as one said, "Every
one of these men down through the years
followed Franklin Hall's method of fasting."
A Treasury of Prayer - E. M. Bounds 2016-10-01
E.M.Bouds works on prayer compiled by
Leonard Ravenhill
Pulling Down Strongholds - Derek Prince
2013-05-31
Mighty Weapons for Spiritual Warfare As a
citizen of the kingdom of God through faith in
Christ, you are automatically at war with the
kingdom of Satan. You need to recognize this
reality, become spiritually equipped, and learn
how to fight against Satan’s kingdom. Legendary
author and Bible teacher Derek Prince examines
the concept of spiritual warfare as an
unmistakable aspect of Christian living. Thanks
to this crucial teaching, you will… Learn why
spiritual warfare exists Understand how Satan’s
kingdom operates Discover the weapons of
spiritual warfare Bind the “strong man” and
release people from demonic bondage Tear
down the “high places” that make you spiritually
vulnerable Live in the overcoming power of the
Holy Spirit Don’t be a casualty of spiritual
warfare. Become mighty in God for resisting
Satan’s attacks and Pulling Down Strongholds!
When Your Heart Cries Out to God - Harold J.
Sala 2013-03-01
Throughout life’s wide range of emotions and
experiences, whoever and wherever you are,
God is there and cares about you. When Your
Heart Cries Out to God by beloved Bible teacher
Harold J. Sala supports this truth with 125 brief
essays and related scriptural passages on a
spectrum of topics from discovering authentic
Christianity, desiring peace, finding real love,
and taking control of your life to more pointed
cindy-trimm-written-atomic-warfare-prayer

feelings of worry, suffering, fear, depression,
and loneliness. Whenever you need to break free
from something that has you feeling discouraged
or stuck along life’s path, cry out to God, and
you will experience His comforting presence.
The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee
Fomum on Prayer (Volume One) - Zacharias
Tanee Fomum 2016-06-10
The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee Fomum
on Prayer (Volume 1) contains the following
books: 1) Retreats for Spiritual Progress 2) The
Way of Victorious Praying 3) Praying with Power
4) The Ministry of fasting 5) The Ministry of
Praise and Thanksgiving A rousing revolution in
the ABC and dynamics of prayer, fasting, and
retreats for spiritual progress, this first volume
presses the button and sets into motion the
series of steps that lead anyone who calls on the
name of the Lord, to cry to Him systematically
and systemically in an intelligible and intelligent
way daily. The books are cohesive and coherent,
full of heart-to-heart exchanges between the
author, his God, and the reader. By reading
through them intently, you can build a loving
relationship with the Lord. He is looking for true
worshippers and those who worship Him must
do so in spirit and in truth (John 4:20-24). You
can withdraw constantly, consistently, and
conspicuously every day on short and long
retreats for spiritual progress in order to pray,
read the Word of God, read books on the faith,
meet God in Daily Dynamic Encounters with
Him, and just relieve, relish, cherish and flourish
in His presence. “Retreats for Spiritual
Progress” demystifies retreats and makes them a
possible, probable, and practical daily reality.
You can have four or more retreats for spiritual
progress every day without fail of just fifteen
minutes each. You can have a 5-month retreat in
seclusion like Elizabeth, mother of John the
Baptist (Luke 1:24). It could be 40 days like
those of Moses, Elijah, and the Lord Jesus
Christ. By diligently and earnestly going through
this volume, you may resolve to become a person
constantly in the presence of the Lord, daily,
weekly, monthly, and yearly. “The Way of
Victorious Praying” details the ABCs of prayer
and fasting and provides practical direction as to
how to pray for yourself, your leaders, the saints,
the church, the ministry, the work, church
planting, and many more. It shows you how to
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pray daily, record your prayer points in a
notebook, fill it up when the prayers are
answered, and have convincing proof to show
both friend and foe that we have a God who
answers prayer.
God, Do You Hear Me? - Derwin Gray
2021-10-05
God, do you hear me? If we're honest, that's a
sentiment we’ve all shared. Prayer can be
challenging and confusing. Often we feel
abandoned, betrayed, and anxious. We don't
know what to pray for, we don't know the words
to say, and sometimes it just feels like there's no
one on the other side. Through the pages of this
book, pastor and bestselling author Derwin Gray
will journey with you, in learning and living the
prayer that God always answers. This prayer is
commonly called the Lord’s Prayer (Matt
6:9-13). The Lord's Prayer is the firm foundation
God uses to build our lives on the Rock. It will
help you break through to a completely new and
refreshing prayer life. Along this journey, you'll
learn several things about prayer: Prayer is the
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secret place where we find God waiting for us.
Prayer is the door we enter to discover God’s
heart of unending grace. Prayer is the home we
have always wanted, where we can crawl into
our Father’s lap and find our purpose. Prayer is
not about getting God to give us stuff. It is about
becoming who we were made to be: a reflection
of Jesus in the world.
Commanding Your Morning - Cindy Trimm
2010-09-24
Your Words Have Power DIVIf you want your life
to change, it all starts with what you think and
say. In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy
Trimm helps you achieve victory over your
circumstances through spoken declarations that
activate God’s power.You will put meaning and
purpose back into your life when you positively
direct your thoughts, words, and actions toward
the realization of your goals. Begin each day by
commanding your morning. As you do, know that
whatever begins with God and His principles,
has to end right./div
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